We discuss the notion of n-fold ku-commutative, n-fold ku-positive implicative and n-fold ku-implicative ideals of KU-algebras as a natural generalization of ku-commutative, ku-positive implicative and ku-implicative ideals of KU-algebra. Also, we give some relationships with various n-fold kuideals.
Introduction
BCK-algebras form an important class of logical algebras introduced by K.Iseki [3,4and5] and were extensively investigated by several researchers.
It is an important way to research the algebras by its ideals. The notions of ideals in BCK-algebras and positive implicative ideals in BCK-algebras (i.e Iseki,s implicative ideals) were introduced by Iseki [ 3, 4, 5] .The notions of commutative ideals in BCK-algebras and implicative ideals in BCK-algebras were introduced by Meng [10, 11, 13] . Meng showed that in a BCK-algebra there is a close relation among above mentioned ideals. That is in a BCK-algebra X a nonempty subset of X is an implicative ideal if and only if it is both a commutative ideal and a positive implicative ideal. The class of all BCK -algebras is quasi variety. k.Iseki posed an interesting problem whether the class of all BCK -algebras is a variety.
In connection with this problem, Y.Komori introduced in [7] a notion of BCC algebras and W.A.Dudek (cf. [1] , [2] ) redefined the notion of BCC -algebras by using a dual form of the ordinary definition in the sense of Y. Komori.
C.Prabpayak and U.Leerawat ( [15] , [16] ) introduced a new algebraic structure which is called KU -algebra. They gave the concept of homomorphisms of KUalgebras and investigated some related properties. The idea of n-fold was introduced by many authors; see { [6] , [8] and [18] }. The goal of this paper is to introduce the notion of n-fold ku-commutative ideal , n-fold ku-positive implicative ideal and n-fold ku-implicative ideals of KU -algebras and related properties are investigated.
Preliminaries
Now we will recall some known concepts related to KU-algebra from the literature which will be helpful in further study of this article.
Definition2.1. [15, 16] Algebra(X, * , 0) of type (2, 0) is said to be a KU -algebra, if it satisfies the following axioms:
On a KU-algebra ) 0 , , ( * X we can define a binary relation ≤ on X by putting:
Thus a KU -algebra X satisfies the conditions:
Theorem 2.2. [14]:
In a KU-algebra X , the following axioms are satisfied:
:
We will refer to X is a KU-algebra unless otherwise indicated.
Definition2.3. [15, 16]
Let I be a non empty subset of a KU-algebra X . Then I is said to be an KU-ideal of X , if )
Definition2.4. [17]
A KU-algebra ) 0 , , ( * X is said to be ku -positive implicative, if it satisfies:
Definition 2.6. A KU-algebra X is called n-fold ku -positive implicative if there exists a fixed natural number n such that for any y
Theorem2.8. [17]
For a KU-algebra ) 0 , , ( * X , the following are equivalent:
Definition2.9. A KU-algebra X is called n-fold ku -commutative if there exists a fixed natural number n such that for any y x, in X ,
and hence by the symmetry,
Theorem 2.10. Let X be a KU-algebra. Then the following are equivalent: for any 
Definition2.11. [17]
, for all y x, in X .
Definition 2.12.
A KU-algebra X is called n-fold ku -implicative if there exists a fixed natural number n such that for any y x, in X , x y x x n * * = ) ( . Lemma 2.14. Let X be a KU-algebra. If X is n-fold ku -implicative then X is nfold ku -commutative but the inverse is false. Proof: suppose that X is n-fold ku -implicative, then for any X y x ∈ , , there exists a natural number n such that
Example2.13. Let
and so X is n-fold kucommutative (by Theorem 2.10). From Example2.13, the inverse is not true. Lemma 2.15. Let X be a KU-algebra. If X is n-fold ku -implicative then X is nfold ku -positive implicative. Proof: suppose that X is n-fold ku -implicative, and putting y x u n * = , since X is n-fold ku -implicative, then there exists a natural number
. Therefore X is n-fold kupositive implicative. Theorem 2.16. Let X be a KU-algebra. Then X is n-fold ku -implicative if and only if X is both n-fold ku -positive implicative and n-fold ku -commutative. Proof: It suffices to prove the part " ⇐ ". Let X y x ∈ , and y x u n * = . Since X is n-fold ku -positive implicative, u u x n = * . So by X is n-fold ku -commutative and by Theorem 2.10, we have 0
, Then X is n-fold ku -implicative.
ku-Commutative , ku -positive implicative and ku -implicative ideals in KU-algebras
In this section, we discuss the notion of n-fold commutative\ positive implicative\ implicative ideals, and then we give some characterizations of these concepts.
Definition3.1.
A non empty subset A of a KU-algebra X is called a ku - 
Definition3.3.
A non empty subset A of a KU-algebra X is called an n-fold ku - 
Definition3.6. A non empty subset A of a KU-algebra X is said to be n-fold ku -
Lemma 3.10. A ku -ideal A of a KU-algebra X is an n-fold ku -implicative ideal if and only if, for all , , X y x ∈ A x y x n ∈ * * ) ( implies A x ∈ . Proof. Clear Theorem 3.11. Let X be a KU-algebra. If an ku -ideal A of X is n-fold kupositive implicative ideal and n-fold ku -commutative ideal of X , then it is nfold ku -implicative ideal of X .
Proof: Suppose that A is both n-fold ku -positive implicative and n-fold ku - 
